
Anne Marie Maes

Anne Marie Maes is a multidisciplinary artist, living and working in Brussels. 
In her practice she combines art and science, with a particular focus on 
biotechnology, ecosystems and alchemical processes. She works with a 
range of biological, digital and traditional media, including live organisms. 
On the rooftop of her studio in Brussels she has created an open-air lab 
and experimental garden where she studies symbiotic organisms and the 
processes that nature employs to create form. The long term projects ‘Bee 
Agency’ and the ‘Laboratory for Form and Matter’ – in which she 
experiments with bacteria and living textiles – provide a framework that has 
inspired a wide range of installations, sculptures, photography works, 
objects and performances – all at the intersection of art and ecology.
Anne Marie Maes has shown her work in art centres and at festivals around 
the world. She was awarded an Honourable Mention at Ars Electronica for 
her ongoing research project ‘The Intelligent Guerilla Beehive’.
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rooftop garden annex 
research lab, Brussels



The Laboratory for Form and Matter is a research project into artistic practices in 
the post-digital and post-media era. It is situated at the intersection of biology, 
ecology, technology and contemporary culture. The research is fed by my 
interest in plants and bacteria as a medium for artistic expression and by a 
certain fascination for natural structures and organic processes at microscopic 
levels.
The artistic outcome of this research crystallizes in the creation of sculptures, 
objects, videos, photographs and installations, but also by making artist books, 
giving workshops, presentations and creating performances.

The Laboratory for Form and Matter makes use of following techniques for its 
research: digital fabrication, 3D printing, laser cutting, traditional modeling 
techniques, creation of textiles with plant materials, creation of biotextiles with 
microorganisms, research on intelligent biotextiles by adding biofilms with 
bacteria, research on implementation of artisanal, industrial and organic 
materials in artifacts, … but also theoretical research, discussions with 
colleagues and reading circles.

the Lab for Form and Matter
the workspace, the library, the wunderkammer

Pantone Alsace
Handwoven color chart with 
local plant pigments.
Installation at La Kunsthalle
Mulhouse







‘the Smell of the Beehive’
perfume creation -
a collaboration with Guerlain Paris



Sensorial Skins

With the Sensorial Skins project I investigate the sculptural potential of 
organic materials. I transform them into fabrics, tapestries, membranes 
and biofilms. I thus create complex surfaces that arouse our senses 
through their materiality, their texture, their colours and smells.  
The ever-evolving fabrics shrink, harden or soften in response to humidity, 
temperature and other parameters of the environment. They result from 
processes reminiscent of alchemical practices, grounded in fieldwork and 
scientific methodology. 
The fabrics become interfaces between the human and the non-human, 
the macroscopic and the microscopic. They transform the natural into the 
cultural realm. They plunge the viewer into earthly colours, materials and 
textures. 



Sensorial Skins
‘table with skins’ 
150cm x 150cm x 75cm
Pilar Gallery - Brussels

‘table with Sensorial Skins’, 
metal sculpture with bacterial 
skins - 230cm x 125cm
Installation at Pilar - Brussels

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2021-_-sensorial-skins/
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‘body-I’, metal sculpture with 
bacterial skins - 230cm x 125cm
Installation at Pilar - Brussels

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2021-_-sensorial-skins/


‘Play with Squares’ biotextiles
4 x 150cm x 150cm x 18cm
Installation at Pilar - Brussels

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2021-_-sensorial-skins/


Sensorial Skins at Ferment
Cyfest#14 in Yerevan - 
Armenia

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2022-sensorial-skins-and-biotextiles-at-cyfest-yerevan-armenia/
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Bacterial Works

My bacterial works are a poetical represention of my extensive research 
into the potential of fermentation processes, cyanobacteria and microalgae. 
The sculpture L’origine du monde’ is composed of a metal structure on 
which glass cells, filled with cyanobacteria, are growing as they were 
young, sprouting buds on a tree in springtime. The cyanobacteria are 
producing real-time photosynthesis, slowly colonizing their nutrient gel, 
growing into electric green veins running through the medium.
The sculpture ‘Bacterial Mantarey’ builds upon a body of research that 
focuses on biofilm formation. The aggregation of bacterial colonies stands 
as a metaphor for the communication between a diversity of 
neighbourhoods in cities. The biofilm as a city and the city as a biofilm.
The large tapestries ‘Poems from a Rooftop Garden’ create a woven 
rendering of the topography of a symbiotic organism. It is a visualisation of 
the collaboration between bacteria and yeast cells. The tapestries offer a 
play of light shining through the lightly woven, multi-layered work, 
reminiscent of the multiple layers woven by bacteria in the original biofilm 
from which these tapestries are translations into another medium.





‘Poems from a Rooftop Garden’ 
jaquard woven tapestries at 
TextielLab Tilburg, 225cm x 170cm
Installation at Kunsthalle  
Mulhouse

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2023-alchimia-nova-kunsthalle-mulhouse-fr/
https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2023-alchimia-nova-kunsthalle-mulhouse-fr/
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‘Bacterial Mantarey’
A variety of bacterial colonies 
in communication.
Installation at Imal - Brussels

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2021-woven-by-nature/


Winogradsky Column
Glass container, soil, water, bacterial colonies.

‘Winogradski Column’
Soil bacteria drawing changing 
patterns in relation to light
Installation at Imal - Brussels

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2021-woven-by-nature/


‘L’Origine du Monde’
Colonies of Cyanobacteria  in 
process of photosynthesis
Installation at Imal - Brussels

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2021-woven-by-nature/


Bee Agency

The Bee Agency should be seen as an open framework research. It is a 
long-term project on the edge of art, science and technology, a 
collaboration between artists, scientists and engineers. 
Observing and monitoring the activities and behaviour of the honey bees in 
relation to the urban environment results in an amount of data with 
environmental information value. Besides this info can also raise 
awareness in a more symbolic way: in artworks.
 
Bees are everywhere and they can be perceived as quite the alien 
intelligence: six-legged, with their numerous eyes, capacities of motion and 
sensation so different from our own. No wonder science fiction has been 
inspired by insects. But also other fields, like robotics as well as network 
design. Insects are more than creepy-crawly bugs; they are also a central 
reference point of so much of network culture, from talk of hive minds and 
distributed networks to algorithms that function like bee swarms; some 
even refer to our cognitive capitalist practices as “pollen society”.   
Jussi Parikka



‘Intelligent Guerrilla Beehive’
a self-sufficient and sustainable 
shelter for honey bee colonies
Installation at Imal - Brussels

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2021-woven-by-nature/


‘Variation Games’ video
‘Territorial Flow’  - latex and 
wax drippings on metal
Installation at Imal - Brussels

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2021-woven-by-nature/


‘Trail’
Installation at Song Eun 
Gallery   Song Eun Gallery - 
Seoul

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2019-cabinet-004-future-archaeology/
https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2019-cabinet-004-future-archaeology/


‘Golden Beehive’ (wax sculpture)
‘Glossa’ and ‘Stimuli’ 
(SEM photos in lightboxes)
Installation at Song Eun Gallery 
Seoul

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2019-cabinet-004-future-archaeology/


Elements from the Bee Agency
(variable size presentations)
installation at MAAT Museum - 
Lisbon

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2018-for-a-brave-new-brussels-at-maat-lisbon/


‘Elbe Bees’ - Art in Public Space 
Port of Hamburg, permanent
sculpture with live bee colony

https://annemariemaes.net/presentations/bee-laboratory-presentations-2/2020-elbbienen-at-entenwerder-art-in-public-space-hamburg/


‘Scaffolded Sound Beehive’
Art in Public Space
Sculpture with audio Installation 
in Klankenbos Park (Belgium)

https://annemariemaes.net/projects/the-sound-beehive-experiment/


Theatrum Algaerium operates on the border between sapiens and fauna. 
It presents possible futures in a new bio/techno/natural world, a universe 
that is at once terrestrial and aquatic, a prerequisite for future coexistence. 
In this garden of marine delights, our ecological consciousness explores 
the speculative time that occurs in the form of a loop. 
Can a human being become entangled in an erotic entwinement with 
Laminaria? Do we reject or embrace the slimy substance, produced by 
Fucus serratus, that weaves a membrane of space-time around our 
bodies? Do we experience the cooperation with organisms from the sea 
as transforming, regenerating, transmuting? As a possible and renewable 
future that meanders endlessly, drawing us into its fertile depths, revealing 
to us a future archaeology? Do we remain connected in a process of 
eternal becoming, in an energy flow of future perfection, embodying a 
thousand forms that lived before us?

theatrum algaerium (durational performance)





‘Theatrum Algaerium’
Durational Performance on the 

rythm of the tides - Noordzee
Theater aan Zee - Oostende

Theatrum Algaerium (video)

https://annemariemaes.net/works/bee-laboratory-works/palimpsest-the-sea-gives-and-the-sea-will-take-video-2021/


Performances

‘Theatrum Algaerium’
Durational Performance on the 
rythm of the tides - Noordzee
Theater aan Zee - Oostende

Theatrum Algaerium (video)

https://annemariemaes.net/works/bee-laboratory-works/palimpsest-the-sea-gives-and-the-sea-will-take-video-2021/


a bee is a bee is a bee (durational performance)

At Palais de Tokyo (June 2022), Anne Marie Maes offers an immersive 
experience. 
With an artistic and scientific approach, she transforms the spaces of the 
Palais into a laboratory. The starting points are the research of two major 
scientists who have studied the world of bees: Karl Von Frisch and François 
Huber. Through a poetic narrative, the artist leads us into an animal world 
with a finely organised social structure. Anne Marie Maes creates a 
symphony of the five senses. In the delicate notes of beeswax, floral 
perfumes, propolis and honey, the performers move through the darkened 
space, and mark their work area following the flight lines communicated to 
them by the foraging bees. The sound that fills the space has a buzzing 
background, as the recordings were captured during long-term 
observations inside the hive and turned into a composition with some 
electronic touches. 
In the adjacent space the video Variation Games reveals an observation of 
the behavior of a colony of bees inside their nest. 
Large format photographs, Sensorial Skins and organic sculptures, all 
abstractions of the symbiotic relationship between the colony of bees and 
nature, complete the immersive installation.

‘Variation Games’ (video)
Monitoring collective intelligence of 
honey bees

https://annemariemaes.net/works/bee-laboratory-works/variation-games-video/


‘A Bee is a Bee is a Bee’
Durational Performance based on 

behavioral observations in the beehive
Palais de Tokyo - Paris

trailer ‘a Bee is a Bee’

https://annemariemaes.net/works/bee-laboratory-works/a-bee-is-a-bee-is-a-bee-performance-2022/
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